Best All Around Horse
Strong Heritage Adrian owned by Kelly Lewis

Super Amateur
Zoe Laurer

Hi Point Youth Multiple Horses
Megan Postletheweight

Hi Point Youth 13 - 18
Evan Manning with Balmy Breezes Autumn Blu Sky

Hi Point Youth 8 - 12
Ava Looney with Meg MS Prince Louis

Hi Point Youth 7 and under
Callie Richardson with Southern Crystals Balmy Breeze

Hi Point YOTE
Kinley Pritt

AOTE Halter Hi Point
Zoe Laurer

AOTE Performance Hi Point
Sherry Crowe

Ultimate Gelding Youth Hi Point
TWFS Moonlight Playboy owned by Megan Postletheweight

Ultimate Gelding Amateur Hi Point
Vermilyea Farms Special Edition owned by Zoe Laurer

Ultimate Gelding Open Hi Point
Another Lucky Night owned by Autumn Nelson

Special Needs
Roy Anderson